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UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION – EDINBURGH 

 
One Day Conference on NATO’s New Strategic Concept and Global Zero 

At the Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh   
 Monday 1 November 

 
8.30-10.00 Registration with tea/coffee provided 
10.00-10.15 Welcome to the Conference by Malcolm Chisholm MSP 
 
10.15-11.30 Chair, Dr Gari Donn, to Open Conference 
  Presentation 1: Towards Zero: Following up the May 2010 
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                       - James Kearney, UNA-UK, Peace and Security 
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  Norway –  HE Ambassador Kim Traavik, Embassy of Norway 
  UK –         Lord Des Browne, Former Secretary of State for  
    Defence                                 
                     Turkey  -    HE Ambassador Unal Cevikoz, Embassy of Turkey                                         
  Russia –    Mr Vadim Mitrofanov – Head of Foreign Affairs,  
    Senior Counsellor, Russian Embassy in the UK                                   
                           
3.15-4.30 Round Table Discussions facilitated by Members of the Scottish  
                      Parliament (MSPs) Malcolm Chisholm, Robin Harper, Bill Kidd 
  and Cameron Rose, City Councillor 
 
4.30-4.45 BREAK 
 
4.45-5.45 CONCLUDING SESSION – issues raised and responses  
        
5.45-6.30 RECEPTION in the Garden Lobby   
 
6.30                CLOSE 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the UNA Edinburgh Non Proliferation Working Group 

 
1.  Nuclear Weapons should be seen as Political Weapons 
Recently, NATO HQ has stated that nuclear weapons no longer have any 
military utility. Their purpose is political.   That being the case, NATO Heads of 
State in Lisbon should define a new Agenda for NATO (emerging out of the 
New Strategic Concept).  This would set out a process to address the 
remaining political issues in nuclear doctrine. The aim of this would be to 
reduce the role of nuclear weapons regionally and to play a constructive role 
in progress towards global nuclear disarmament. 
 
2.  The Implications of the Non-Proliferation Review should be taken on 
board 
It is essential for the continued security of the 28 NATO states that the 
Strategic Concept for the next decade gives high priority to urgent measures 
to promote nuclear disarmament in accordance with the UN Non-Proliferation 
Treaty (May 2010) 
 
3.   NATO should promote the attainment of Global Zero 
At present little of the Global Zero programme is part of the Strategic Concept.  
In particular there should be a de facto moratorium on nuclear testing, 
ratification of new strategic arms reduction treaty, reduction in short-range 
nuclear weapons on European soil and a reduction in dependence of nuclear 
weapons in military doctrines. 

4.  NATO should work with the UN on a WMD-free Middle East 

Measures should be put in place for the preparation of the Conference in 2012 
to initiate a WMD-free Middle East.  There should be discussion with Middle 
East countries, especially those associated with NATO, and with Iran.  A 
phased approach should focus on a successful WMD-free Middle East by the 
end of the decade. 

5.  Strategic doctrine of the 21st century should move from a military to a 
humanitarian focus 

A new approach towards non-proliferation and security is needed.  Nuclear 
weapons should be seen as a crime against humanity and hold to account not 
only the decision makers but also the suppliers, producers and facilitators.  To 
build confidence for nuclear abolition and deter adversaries from using 
nuclear weapons, it is imperative now to bring forward the recognition in law of 
the widely accepted humanitarian understanding that any use of nuclear 
weapons would be a crime against humanity 

These recommendations are presented by the UNA Edinburgh NPT Working Group 
and are based on the presentations and discussions of the Conference.   

Dr Gari Donn, Convenor UNA Edinburgh & UNA Scotland g.donn@ed.ac.uk 

Dr Alec Gaines, Convenor UNA Edinburgh NPT WG, a.f.gaines@strath.ac.uk 
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THEMATIC CONCLUSIONS 
 

Dr Rebecca Johnson 
   
Overview: 
This has been a rich day of discussions with a diverse group.  This is not an attempt 
to present any agreed conclusions, but to draw out some key themes and 
recommendations. 
 
The overarching topic of today’s conference has been NATO in the world, and what 
influence we might exert as it considers a new Strategic Concept to ensure it plays a 
genuinely security-enhancing role.  
 
First the questions: 

• What is NATO for? What is its current role? 
• What should be the role NATO plays in terms of European security and, more 

broadly, to foster peace and global security? 
• What kind of Strategic Concept should NATO adopt in 2010 that would reflect a 

progressive security role, especially in terms of non-proliferation, disarmament, 
nuclear security, conflict preventing and peace-building, as well as dealing with 
transnational, cross-border security threats like trafficking and terrorism. 

 
Discussions 
Some took the view that NATO should have been disbanded along with the Warsaw 
Pact when the cold war ended. Research suggests that US and other defence 
industries, fearful of the commercial impact of governments shifting funding from 
military expenditure to social needs like education and health in the so-called ‘peace 
dividend’ played a critical role in ensuring that NATO expanded to take in former 
Eastern bloc countries (with a promise to upgrade their military forces with US 
equipment) rather than disbanding to create an alternative security arrangement for 
Europe. That provides a timely reminder of the importance of recognising that many 
so-called defence decisions are driven not by security assessments but by the 
commercial interests of what President Eisenhower called the military-industrial 
complex.  Whether or not dissolving NATO along with the Warsaw Pact would have 
been the appropriate decision in the early 1990s, that didn’t happen. Since we can’t 
turn the clock back, let’s focus on the future. 
 
1) Nuclear NATO 
What are nuclear weapons for? In particular, what are NATO nuclear weapons for? 
We’re familiar with the arguments about extended deterrence and nuclear weapons 
as the ultimate insurance, but these are articles of faith, not a rational, evidence-
based property of nuclear armaments.  All NATO members are parties to the NPT. 
All participated in the 2010 NPT Review Conference, and made commitments to 
pursue policies that are consistent with international law and with the goal of 
“achieving and maintaining a world without nuclear weapons”. 
 
There was a strong sense that NATO could take the lead in demonstrating that 
nuclear weapons are not necessary for security. Part of what drives proliferation is 
the view that nuclear weapons provide deterrence, especially preventing attacks or 
interference by larger or more heavily armed countries, or that they confer status and 
prestige, a seat at decision-making tables, or can back up power projection and what 
the Foreign Office is fond of referring to as “punching above our weight”. All these are 
proliferation drivers, and NATO’s nuclear reliance doctrines, including the nuclear 
sharing policies were strongly questioned and criticised at the 2010 Review 
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Conference, as unnecessary, dangerous, provocative and an ultimate proliferation 
driver.  
 
It was recognised that however much some NATO countries – perhaps even the 
majority - wanted to denuclearise the Alliance, it is very difficult for the 28 Member 
States to agree on a radically different security concept from 1999, which was itself 
barely changed from the nuclear doctrine relied on during the cold war.  Nevertheless, 
at the very least NATO needs to reflect Obama’s vision and NPT language of 
“achieving and maintaining a world without nuclear weapons” and make strong 
commitments to pursue nuclear arms reductions and strengthen non-proliferation in 
all its aspects.  It is also not too much to expect that NATO will update its declaratory 
policy and significantly narrow and marginalise the Alliance’s policy regarding its use 
and threat of nuclear weapons. At minimum, the circumstances in which it will 
threaten or use nuclear weapons should be brought into line with the updated 
declaratory policy and security assurances in the 2010 US Nuclear Posture Review, 
with which the UK has now also harmonised in its National Security Strategy. 
 
Even if NATO cannot at this stage reach any consensus agreement to withdraw all 
US nuclear weapons from the territory of the remaining European members (Belgium, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands and Turkey), there is a view that the Concept should not 
lock these nuclear arrangements in for the next ten years until the Strategic Concept 
comes up for renewal. It will be important to find language to make the physical 
presence of US nuclear weapons in Europe an ongoing matter for discussion in 
NATO and especially between the US and respective host countries, with a view to 
removing them as soon as can be agreed. This is especially important as debates 
over their removal can be a means to engage Russia to reduce and eliminate its 
2,000 or so non-strategic-nuclear weapons (NSNW), many of which are deployed still 
near its European borders. 
 
2) Security Challenges 
There was considerable debate in all groups that NATO needs to continue to stay 
ahead of 21st security challenges by adapting its primary role away from military-
defence assumptions into using its considerable assets, skills and resources for 
tackling current and future security challenges, ranging from peace-building and 
conflict resolution to preventing trafficking in drugs, people (especially vulnerable 
women and children), weapons and materials that could be turned into nuclear, 
biological, chemical or radiological weapons by terrorists.  Some sectors of NATO 
(especially among new members reacting against the long years of Soviet 
domination) still have a cold war mindset. NATO needs to provide reassurances, 
while at the same time challenging them to see current security challenges 
realistically and allow NATO to change from within to deal with these in more 
appropriate ways.  As part of the necessary transformation NATO needs to become 
more transparent and accountable, especially to the elected representatives of its 
Member States.   
 
3) Projecting force outside Europe  
With the war in Afghanistan and other recent developments, NATO has increasingly 
projected force outside Europe. Concerns were raised about this, and about the 
appropriateness of how Article V (the Musketeer commitment of all for one and one 
for all) has been evoked. Emphasis in the discussions was put on the need for NATO 
to think carefully about how it relates to Russia, China, the Middle East Countries, 
and also South Asia, especially in view of NATO’s role in the war in Afghanistan. 
Building on what the US consul quoted, if the US wants to be a Super Partner not a 
Super Power, what role should European nations in general and NATO in particular 
play to increase the partnership role and decrease the military force projection.  
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Discussion focussed on partnerships to tackle common security threats and 
challenges and assist one another to build cooperative inter-dependent security 
relations, rather than falling back on threatening or moralistic postures, or 
brandishing high levels of armaments, including nuclear weapons.  In particular, 
participants wanted NATO to repair damaged relations with Russia (Georgia, missile 
defence etc) and work more closely with Russians on issues of mutual concern and 
cooperative security. It was also thought that NATO could play a useful role in 
helping Israel (which has associate status with NATO) to give up its reliance on 
nuclear opacity and engage constructively with the 2012 Conference on the Middle 
East and find ways to make progress on regional security and a zone free of 
weapons of mass destruction in the Middle East.  
 
4)  NATO’s responsibilities and the NPT  
Finally, coming full circle to the opening plenary: Following the 2010 NPT 
Conclusions, how do we move towards Zero? Not just about Zero in terms of 
numbers of nuclear weapons, but Zero in terms of the use of nuclear weapons and 
the Zero in terms of nuclear threats?   This is what we really mean when we speak of 
the need for nuclear abolition.   
 
Lord Hannay gave us 9 important steps:  
1) the need to consolidate progress regarding the moratorium on testing and get 
entry into force of the CTBT and US-Russian ratification of New START; 
2) US and Russia need to go deeper than current reductions and the smaller nuclear 
weapon states need to get ready to engage in nuclear arms reduction progress too; 
3) they should also reduce and remove short-range nuclear weapons altogether –  
NATO strategic concept provides opportunity that should not be missed; 
4) nuclear arsenals need to be de-alerted and the nuclear powers should diminish 
the prominent role nuclear weapons currently play in nuclear doctrines; 
5) the logjam over the fissile material cut-off treaty (FMCT) needs to be broken... if 
the Conference on Disarmament can’t get consensus then the P-5 should negotiate 
an FMCT text among themselves as precursor while maintaining the de facto 
moratorium on production; 
6) efforts must be made to make progress on getting a nuclear-weapons-free zone 
for the Middle East, including working on fulfilling the NPT decision to hold a regional 
conference in 2012, for which the UN Secretary-General needs to appoint an 
appropriate Facilitator; 
7) need for vigorous support for stronger IAEA safeguards, with objective of making 
the Additional Protocol mandatory (perhaps through the UN Security Council) or at 
least making it a condition of nuclear technology supply through the Nuclear Security 
Group (NSG); 
8) countries (under approved IAEA schemes) should carry forward multinational fuel 
cycle schemes with assurances of supply; 
9) countries should accelerate research work on technical requirements to verify 
nuclear disarmament... the UK-Norway-VERTIC project was a promising start but 
needs to be made larger and to involve other key actors. 
 
Many of these are familiar from the 13 steps adopted by NPT states in the 2000 
Review Conference. They are still on the agenda because they haven’t yet been 
implemented. Most of these put emphasis on the nuclear weapon states to carry 
them out. Of course that is important, and there was general agreement that if Lord 
Hannay’s 9 steps were actually implemented they would take us significantly closer 
to Zero.  What makes these steps – and indeed the process of nuclear arms control 
altogether – so difficult to accomplish, is reluctance among influential parts of the 
military, nuclear and political establishments of most if not all the nuclear weapon 
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possessors, who view disarmament primarily as something demanded by non-
nuclear countries that requires them to “give up” (or reduce) a valuable asset.  
 
Two aspects of the 2010 NPT Review Conference Conclusions that were introduced 
for the first time in an NPT context are most relevant here: 
i) “the need for all States at all times to comply with applicable international law, 
including international humanitarian law” [Conclusions and Recommendations para A 
v]; and 
ii) the new framing of the disarmament and non-proliferation action plans in terms of 
the requirement to “establish the necessary framework to achieve and maintain a 
world without nuclear weapons,”  with explicit references to the UN Secretary-
General’s “five-point proposal for nuclear disarmament which proposes, inter alia, 
consideration of negotiations on a nuclear weapons convention or agreement on a 
framework of separate mutually reinforcing instruments, backed by a strong system 
of verification.”  [Conclusions and Recommendations para Biii] 
 
5) The humanitarian imperative for going to Zero 
Putting the humanitarian imperative into efforts to pursue nuclear disarmament and 
non-proliferation does not remove the onus on the nuclear-weapon possessors, but 
places a more urgent obligation on non-nuclear-weapon states.  
 
The limitations of the NPT regime, combined with institutional and political barriers in 
key countries, not least the United States, force us to recognise that by and of 
themselves, such steps have not and will not lead to genuine nuclear disarmament 
as long as nuclear weapons retain high value for their possessors.  To overcome the 
deep seated nuclear mentality, which obstructs arms control efforts, the world needs 
to move more effectively towards stigmatising the use of nuclear weapons and 
tackling the social-psychological and political-prestige aspects that nuclear weapons 
are imbued with, not only by their possessors, but – sadly – by many non-nuclear-
weapon states as well. 
 
If we really want to eliminate nuclear dangers and threats in our lifetimes, we need to 
stop tip-toeing around the self-perceived interests of the nuclear possessors and 
proliferators. Those clinging to nuclear deterrence need to wake up to the 21st 
century.   
 
The NPT Review Conference was a conference success, which was much-needed 
after the failed Conference in 2005. However, it did not succeed in getting stronger 
commitments on a range of nuclear security and non-proliferation objectives. The 
adopted text was unable to go much beyond reaffirmations, exhortations and 
language agreed in 1995 or 2000 on universality, strengthened safeguards, export 
controls, nuclear safety and security.  Not only was it impossible to make the IAEA 
additional protocol a verification standard or a condition or supply – the agreed 
language in 2010 was actually weaker than had been adopted in 2000.  After almost 
a decade of debates on disincentives to make withdrawal from the treaty more 
difficult and to increase the NPT regime’s tools for accountability, compliance and 
implementation, nothing on these appear in the consensus agreements on 
conclusions and recommendations, though brief summaries of the main ideas to 
emerge from the debates are reflected in the review part of the final document. 
 
So a new approach to non-proliferation and nuclear security is needed to tackle the 
resurgent risks arising from the increased promotion and spread of nuclear energy 
programmes and ambitions, the programmes of countries like North Korea and Iran, 
and terrorists. One of the most effective ways to deter terrorists or other potential 
nuclear weapon users is to treat the use of nuclear weapons as a crime against 
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humanity and hold to account not only the decision makers, but the suppliers, 
producers and facilitators that enabled the nuclear device to be manufactured and 
used.   To build confidence for nuclear abolition and deter adversaries from using 
nuclear weapons, it is imperative now to bring forward the recognition in law of the 
widely accepted humanitarian understanding that any use of nuclear weapons would 
be a crime against humanity. 
 
Recognising that nuclear weapons are first and foremost a human security threat 
centralises the responsibility of all governments to protect people against nuclear 
attack and war.  Therefore it is incumbent on the non-nuclear weapon states to 
assume the lead if the nuclear weapon states can’t or won’t.  If people are serious in 
wanting the nuclear security regime that has grown around the NPT during the last 
40 years to survive in a form that can withstand the security, proliferation, and 
terrorism challenges of the 21st century, then they must consider a more effective and 
cooperative approach than arms control and non- or counter- proliferation.   A 
growing number of non-nuclear countries – over 140 during the NPT Review 
Conference – supported undertaking negotiations on some form of nuclear weapons 
abolition treaty framework.   
 
6) Conclusions 
The humanitarian imperative means working towards comprehensive negotiations to 
de-legitimise and abolish nuclear weapons even if the current nuclear weapon 
possessors refuse to participate. The normative power of such a process will draw 
them in as it helps to reframe their security interests. It will also bring the countries 
outside the NPT into the process, as they will never agree to be bound by the NPT as 
it currently stands.  
 
NATO stands at the crossroads, and we should challenge it to play a constructive, 
progressive role to foster European security without nuclear weapons and so help to 
lead efforts to achieve a world free of nuclear threats.  The signs are that the new 
Strategic Concept will not get far with this, but we should insist that it does not slam 
the door shut on such developments for another ten years, but be prepared to 
continue to adapt and reduce the nuclear and military components of its concept of 
what promotes our security. 
 
 
These discussion points have been collated by Dr Rebecca Johnson, ACRONYM to 
whom we are very grateful. 
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PRESENTATION ONE 

 
Lord David Hannay 

Following up the May 2010 NPT Review Conference 

It is eighteen months now since President Obama’s speech in Prague set out the clear 
aim of achieving over time a world free of nuclear weapons.  Since then the UN Security 
Council, which of course included the world’s five recognised nuclear weapons states, at 
its summit meeting in September 2009, supported the agenda Obama set in Prague.  
And this summer, at the conclusion of the latest five-yearly review of the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT) the consensus conclusions, endorsed by all except the four 
non-participants at that conference – India, Israel, North Korea and Pakistan – re-
affirmed the objective of a nuclear weapons-free world.  So the aspiration of the 
international community is clear.  But the key question remains – how to achieve it; and 
that will be no easy or rapid task. 
 
It is, however, an urgent one; because, as we have seen over the last two decades, it is 
all too easy to regress from rather than to progress towards the overall objective.  A first 
burst of multilateral nuclear disarmament which followed immediately after the end of the 
Cold War was succeeded by what can best be described as a nuclear winter, when the 
US administration of President George W. Bush turned its back on new, verified 
measures of arms control and indeed dismantled some of those already in place; and 
the recognised nuclear weapons states failed to make any progress towards fulfilling the 
disarmament commitments they had entered into at the NPT review conferences in 1995 
and 2000.   
 
Over the same period and by no means coincidentally, the nuclear non-proliferation 
regime came under increasing stress and North Korea first broke its obligations under 
the NPT and then withdrew from it and as Iran was found to have a major clandestine 
uranium enrichment programme.  Discovery of the existence of the Pakistani A Q Khan 
distribution network, ready to supply potential weapons technology to anyone who 
would pay for it, and the emergence of terrorist organisations which would dearly 
like to lay their hands on and to use fissile material, perhaps in what is called a dirty 
bomb, introduced new and terrifying risk dimensions to what was already a 
troubling scene. We should have no illusions. If North Korea and Iran are able to 
consolidate their break-out from the non-proliferation regime, there will not be a soft 
landing. At the very least there is likely to ensue a nuclear arms race in two 
extremely fragile regions of the world, North East Asia and the Middle East. There 
could be worse. And, if the recognised nuclear weapons states again fail to deliver 
on the commitments they undertook in last May's review conference, then the unity 
of the international community to resist proliferation will be crucially undermined.  

The only response to these complex challenges which has any chance of being 
effective is, I believe, a multilateral one, drawing in gradually all the main actors and 
addressing in a multi-track process all three of the main areas which need to be covered, 
nuclear disarmament by those who have nuclear weapons, strengthened anti-
proliferation disciplines to prevent the number of those states increasing, and measures 
to enable those who wish to develop civil nuclear energy to do so in a way which 
minimises proliferation risks.  The fact that the process has to be a multilateral one in no 
sense means that individual states concerned, ourselves included, can afford to take a 
pass on difficult and sensitive decisions at a national level or will be able to get away 
with merely paying lip service to the wider agenda. 
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In that context, while it was welcome that the coalition government’s recently completed 
security and spending reviews fostered reduced number of warheads and missile 
launchers and more so that Britain has given an unambiguous Negative Security 
Assurance not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear weapons 
states parties to the NPT, I regret the coalition government did not decide to adjust the 
UK’s nuclear posture by moving away from the outmoded Cold War ‘continuous at sea 
deterrence’ policy and by drawing the appropriate conclusions for the scale of the 
Trident renewal programme. Reducing the prominence of the nuclear dimension in 
the national defence doctrines of the nuclear weapons states is one way each one 
of them can strengthen the move towards disarmament, and in the long run, a 
nuclear weapons free world.  

Here then are some suggestions for the main elements of that multilateral process:  

First: there is a need to consolidate progress that has already been made. That 
means sustaining the de facto moratorium on nuclear testing, and moving as rapidly 
as possible to the entry into force of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty following 
ratification of it by the United States, China and a number of other states. And it also 
requires the United States and Russia to ratify the new strategic arms reduction 
treaty they signed in April of this year. The problems this ratification still faces in the 
US Senate are a regrettable sign of the difficulties that lie ahead;  

Second: the US and Russia, still the possessors of by far the largest nuclear 
arsenals in the world, need to move beyond the current reductions in their strategic 
weapons, and the other recognised nuclear weapons states, China, France and the 
UK, need to be drawn into those negotiations at some stage;  

Third: a way needs to be found preferably to remove, or at least to reduce, the 
number of short range nuclear weapons still on European soil, the major proportion 
of which are deployed by Russia, the lesser proportion by NATO. The current 
review of NATO's strategic concept and the prospective NATO summit in 
November in Lisbon provides an opportunity which must not be missed to engage 
Russia in a negotiation on this issue. This is the main focus of today's conference 
and later speakers will be addressing it in more detail;  

Fourth: all nuclear weapons states need to move much further than they have 
done hitherto to de-alert their nuclear arsenals and to reduce the far too prominent 
role they still play in their military doctrines, while making those doctrines more 
transparent;  

Fifth: there is an urgent need to engage negotiations on a Fissile Material Cut-Off 
Treaty. The five recognised nuclear weapons states are ready to do that, but 
procedural obstacles in the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva have so far 
prevented negotiations being started. That log-jam needs to be broken. If that 
cannot be achieved by consensus, in my view the five recognised nuclear 
weapons states should be prepared to negotiate a text between themselves as a 
precursor to wider buy-in. In addition a de facto moratorium on the production of 
fissile material could be a valuable step just as it has been in the context of the 
Test Ban Treaty.  It could helpfully concentrate peoples minds if consultations 
could begin on these alternatives, including perhaps action by the UN General 
Assembly to learn the break for deadlock. 

Sixth: the preparations for the 2012 conference on a nuclear weapons free zone in 
the Middle East, which it was agreed to hold at the May 2010 NPT Review 
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Conference, need to be put in hand without delay, with the UN Secretary General 
appointing a facilitator to begin what will clearly be an arduous and daunting task; 

Seventh: the universal application of the International Atomic Energy Agency’s 
Additional Protocol, which provides for more intrusive inspection procedures for 
civil nuclear facilities, needs to be pursued vigorously following the support it 
received at the NPT review conference.  At some stage it may be necessary for 
acceptance of the Additional Protocol to become a condition of supply of civil 
nuclear materials; 

Eighth: the proposals for the multi-nationalisation, under international surveillance 
by the IAEA, of uranium enrichment and reprocessing services need to be carried 
forward.  So far only one such scheme, the Russian one, has been approved by 
the IAEA.  If more schemes could receive that seal of approval then any country 
wanting to press ahead with a civil nuclear programme should be able to do so 
without concern about the availability of enrichment and reprocessing services and 
without the proliferation risks inherent in the multiplication of such installations; 

Ninth: an acceleration of the research work on the technical requirements needed 
to verify nuclear disarmament measures should be put in hand.  The UK and 
Norwegian governments’ joint project, VERTIC, is a promising beginning but a 
major international research programme involving the five recognised nuclear 
weapons states is now needed if progress at the negotiation table on other aspects 
of the disarmament agenda is not to be impeded by doubts over the effectiveness of 
verification capacity.  

Well, that you may feel is a formidable agenda; and you would be right. But it is not 
an impossible one, if only the political will to carry it forward can be summoned up 
and sustained. The extremely depressing prospects in this field a year or two ago 
have been transformed by President Obama's Prague speech, by the recent 
US/Russian strategic arms agreement and by the relative success of last May's NPT 
review conference in such marked contrast to the fiasco of its predecessor in 2005.  

It will be important if this process is to move ahead successfully to avoid one or two 
casVistical traps. The first of these is the argument that the actions of North Korea 
and Iran render all this talk merely academic. As I said earlier, it really is important 
to avoid a situation in which either country breaks out on a lasting basis from its 
NPT obligations. Doing so requires both increased sanctions and a continued 
willingness to engage with these two countries in a broad political dialogue which 
will encompass the concerns which drove them in the first place to develop their 
nuclear programmes in the way they have done.  

But the prospective scale of these programmes, even if it does prove impossible to 
halt or to roll them back for some time, are minimal in comparison with the arsenals 
of the recognised nuclear weapons states. So continued reduction in those latter 
arsenals will not remove the deterrent effect which they will continue to have. 
Indeed reduction in those arsenals will increase the chances of creating a broad 
international consensus against any break-out by those two countries.  

The second trap is to fall into a debate over whether a world free of nuclear 
weapons is either a realistic or a desirable objective, it being argued by some that a 
world with a much lower level of nuclear arsenals than at present, still in a limited 
number of hands, is likely to be more stable and more secure than one with no 
nuclear weapons at all. But this is a completely unnecessary debate to bring to a 
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head at this moment for a very simple reason. The route that leads to a world free 
of nuclear weapons and the route which leads to a world with much smaller nuclear 
arsenals than at present are identical for a considerable period of time which it 
would be unwise to try to quantify at this stage.  

And the third trap is the argument that during the Cold War the existence of nuclear 
weapons made a major contribution to international peace and security and to the 
avoidance of hostilities between the US and the Soviet Union. We can surely leave 
that debate to the historians. But, even if it can be proved to be a tenable 
proposition, it does not demonstrate that in a much more fissiparous, multi-polar, 
post-Cold War world the same considerations will prevail. In my own view a future 
world which contained a substantially increased number of nuclear weapons states, 
some of them with much less reliable systems of political and technical control than 
the US and the Soviet Union had during the Cold War, would be a dramatically more 
insecure world and one which we should be doing everything we can to avoid.  

I hope I have at least begun to answer the how and also the why of a world free of 
nuclear weapons. UNA is committed through its own "Towards zero" campaign and 
as a partner in the much wider, international "Global zero" campaign to working to 
achieve that objective. It will be a priority for us for many years to come but, as the 
Chinese saying goes "the longest journey begins with the first step" and that was 
taken at last May's NPT review conference at the UN in New York.
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PRESENTATION TWO 
 
 

Dr Alec Gaines 
 

NATO in Transition: NATO’s New Strategic Concept 
 
1. The start of the journey 

It’s close to Armistice Day when we remember those who died not only that we might live but 

that the world might be safer and better in future. 

“At the going down of the sun and in the morning 

We will remember them”      Laurence Binyon 

 

In fact the world got worse. Nagasaki; Hiroshima. We live with weapons each of which can 

destroy a city. And there are more weapons than the world has cities and more civilians are 

killed than military.  

“It is difficult to imagine circumstances when the use of nuclear weapons would be legal under 

International Law.”     The International Court of Justice; The Hague 

 

So the world formulated and agreed a treaty that nearly 200 countries signed: The Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) (Figure 1) 

 

Figure 1: The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT)  

Article I 

Each nuclear weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to transfer to any recipient whatsoever 

nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or of control over such weapons or other nuclear 

explosive devices directly, or indirectly; and not in any way to assist, encourage or induce any non-

nuclear-weapon State to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive 

devices, or control over such weapons or explosive devices. 

Article II 

Each non-nuclear weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to receive the transfer from any 

transferor whatsoever of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or of control over such 

weapons or other explosive devices directly, or indirectly; not to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear 

weapons or other nuclear explosive devices; and not to seek or receive ant assistance in the manufacture 

of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. 

Article VI 

Each of the Parties to the Treaty undertakes to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures 

relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a 

treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and effective international control 
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This is international law binding all the signatories. Article I binds nuclear weapon powers to 

retain control of their weapons and Article II binds states that possess no nuclear weapons not 

to try to acquire them.  Article VI is the heart of the Treaty.  In the middle of the Cold War it 

seemed impossible that East and West could have a common aim. Philip Noel-Baker took it 

upon himself to visit the Kremlin to broach disarmament and he then journeyed to Mao Tse 

Tung to continue the discussion.  Thus was the vision born for “General and Complete 

Disarmament under strict and effective international control”. Noel-Baker was awarded the 

Nobel Peace Prize. He gave his prize money to UNA and UNA has followed this journey ever 

since. 

The UK’s response: The Government claims that since the Cold War the UK has reduced its 

nuclear weaponry by 75% and in 2007, after the Report of our Conference here in this 

Parliament, Des Browne, then the Secretary of State for Defence, wrote us and placed on the 

MOD web-site, “The UK believes strongly that the best way to achieve our goal of a safer world, 

free of nuclear weapons, is through consensus” . Similar sentiments have been re-iterated to us 

through Mark Lazarowicz MP by Dr. Liam Fox in June this year, “The 2010 Review Conference 

was an important milestone for the UK’s long term vision for a world without nuclear weapons”. 

We look forward to hearing Des Browne’s views here, today, because, in fact, the Government 

appears deeply apprehensive. I quote another letter we received in September from the Minister 

for the Armed Services, Nick Harvey, “In many respects, we face a more dangerous situation 

now than for several decades”.  This is our point of departure, the world we live in. 

 

2. Now the journey moves towards NATO.  

The end of the Second World War saw the establishment of the United Nations – “We the 

peoples of the United Nations determined to save succeeding generations from the scourge of 

war...”   Through the establishment of NATO (1) the concept of collective security has 

developed.  The soul of the North Atlantic Treaty is defined thus, “An attack on one is an 

attack on all”  The UN and NATO have remained at the heart of our Foreign Policy for over 60 

years – though you might not think so from a reading of the National Security Strategy published 

last month. 

 

The Organisation, NATO, has a ‘Strategic Concept’ that is renewed –evolves – every ten years. 

On May 17th2010 , a designated Panel of Experts chaired by Madeleine Albright, introduced a 

new Strategic Concept in the terms displayed in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Introduction to the NATO Strategic Concept May 17th 2010 

� NATO has been successful. It is an Enduring Foundation, now comprising 28 countries (1) and 

this is an opportunity to renew our vows: “An attack on one is an attack on all.”   

� The central purpose of NATO is to safeguard by political and military means the freedom and 

security of its members. 

� The existence and work of NATO ensures that the security of North America is permanently tied 

to the security of Europe. 

� All members share “the nuclear burden”. 

� NATO will make full use of its links with other countries and organisations to prevent and mitigate 

crises. There are 22 ‘associated countries’ (2). 

� NATO will always comply with the UN Charter 

� There are now new vulnerabilities: the NPT is under stress, there is terrorism, there are potential 

threats to energy supplies, threats to the environment and environmental neglect, there is world-

wide economic crisis 

NATO and the UN 

One takes it for granted that NATO should always comply with International Law and of course 

NATO should always comply with the UN Charter.  I would go further, I submit that NATO takes 

no military action that has not been sanctioned by the Security Council and approved by the 

General Assembly. This Conference might care to discuss this. 

 

There are obvious problems and activities where one would hope the UN and NATO work 

together constructively (the Balkans, Afghanistan, a WMD-free Middle East).  One is worried 

that NATO discusses problems using a different vocabulary to that of the UN. Thus in July 2010 

Sir Mark Lyall Grant, Britain’s Ambassador to the UN discussed UN Activities with the House of 

Commons All Party UN Group. In emphasising “Peace and Security”, he spoke repeatedly of 

“Peace Keeping”, “Peace Enforcement” “Peace Building” and “Conflict Prevention”. These are 

not terms that occur very often in NATO’s draft Strategic Concept. Do NATO and the UN have 

different mind-sets?    

 

3. NATO and the NPT 

On May 17th, 2010 when the draft NATO Strategic Concept was announced through the Panel 

of Experts, the UN was Reviewing the NPT. Consequently this Expert draft of the Strategic 
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Concept completely missed the conclusions of the Review.  Notably the draft Strategic Concept 

missed the following: 

 

• The injunction that the nuclear powers should build on the agreement between the US and 

Russia (to reduce their strategic nuclear weapons to 1550 each) and get on with further 

nuclear disarmament (Article VI of the NPT !) 

• The call for a Conference in 2012 to initiate a WMD-free Middle East and a programme to 

prepare for the Conference. (Given the number of Middle East Countries – including Israel – 

associated with NATO and the Organisation’s stated intention in the draft Strategic Concept 

of making full use of its links to prevent and mitigate crises, one might think the Organisation 

was well placed to help in constructive work towards a WMD-free Middle East.) 

• The call, led by Ban Ki-moon, for a Convention to outlaw nuclear weapons in much the same 

way that conventions outlaw biological weapons and cluster bombs.  Such a Convention is 

gaining much popular support. Universal banning of nuclear weapons won’t make them, or 

the radioactive material they contain, vanish. The large stockpiles of unwanted nuclear 

weapons that apparently exist in the US and to a lesser extent in Russia, testify to this. 

Unwanted nuclear weapons are stockpiled because the weapons can be made inoperable 

and guarded and the radioactive material they contain is thereby prevented from theft. A 

vastly increased IAEA will have to check on the numbers of weapons, their locations and 

their safety for many years.  

 

This Conference may feel that NATO should promote the attainment of Global Zero and that the 

implications of the NPT Review should be taken on board before NATO’s Strategic Concept is 

approved. At present little of Lord Hannay’s programme is part of the Strategic Concept.  

 

4. NATO shares the ‘nuclear burden’ 

The Trident system on the 4 submarines based at Faslane has been formally given to NATO as 

a Strategic Nuclear Deterrent. (In the background, so to speak, are the thousands of strategic 

nuclear weapons possessed by the US). NATO makes decisions by consensus. The Trident 

system cannot be used or scrapped without the acquiescence of all 28 NATO countries. 

 

NATO possesses ~200 tactical (US) nuclear bombs that are stored (more or less) securely on 

air-bases in Belgium, Germany, Holland, Italy and Turkey. At least until recently the first four 

countries also flew the bombs in their own planes. These bombs cannot be used or scrapped 

without the acquiescence of all 28 NATO countries – thus Britain could exert a veto on their use. 
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These five countries all signed the NPT as non-nuclear states. It is only because all NATO 

countries have to acquiesce in their use that the US, as one of these countries, can claim to still 

be in control of them. Otherwise the five countries and the US would be in clear breach of 

Articles I and II the NPT. 

 

Figure 3:  Summary of NATO’s nuclear policy 

1. NATO HQ declares that so long as there are countries with nuclear weapons NATO will 

possess them as a deterrent. 

2. Officially NATO never states either how many nuclear weapons it possesses or where they 

are located. 

3. NATO will not declare “no first use” (It retains the possibility of a pre-emptive strike – but 

would all 28 NATO countries acquiesce?) (China is the only official nuclear power that has 

declared “no first use”) 

 

There is at the moment considerable discussion and disagreement about the removal of 

NATO’s tactical nuclear bombs. (See the RUSI monograph: NATO and Nuclear Weapons: Is a 

consensus possible?) Thus, the German Parliament has voted that they should be removed 

from German soil. All NATO countries would have to agree to this and we understand that some 

countries in Eastern Europe wish for the retention of tactical nuclear bombs as did the US. 

 

5.  Verification and Transparency 

Global Zero will not be realisable until everyone can be certain that everyone else has rid 

themselves of their nuclear weapons or made them unusable and stockpiled them. International 

verification of the absence of nuclear weapons is carried out by formal inspection by the 

International Atomic Energy Authority (IAEA).The extent of mandatory verification is 

summarised as follows: 

• All States that have signed the NPT permit the IAEA to inspect their civil nuclear reactors 

•••• All non-nuclear States that have signed the NPT permit inspection by the IAEA to verify 

their complete lack of military nuclear activity 

•••• No nuclear power permits IAEA inspection of its nuclear weapons. NATO does not 

officially reveal the numbers or locations of its nuclear weapons. On the other hand, in 

the interest of transparency Britain has stated that it possesses 160 operational nuclear 

missiles and 65 that are non-operational (etc). The world has no evidence of how 

accurate such statements are.  
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•••• A WMD-free Middle East implies IAEA inspection of the NATO base in the south of 

Turkey to verify the absence of nuclear weapons 

6.  Negative Security Assurances 

Nuclear-Free Zones (most of the southern hemisphere) may be the safest places in the 

world because the nuclear powers sign treaties with each of the countries in the zone 

guaranteeing never to attack them with nuclear weapons –even if they attack us with 

(forbidden) biological weapons. The Treaties are termed Negative Security Assurances. 

There are two caveats: First, that the non-nuclear weapons State must be permitting IAEA 

inspection and secondly, that the States have no formal military alliances with a nuclear 

power.  

It is being suggested that NATO (taken as a whole, a nuclear power) should be signing such 

Assurances with countries in Nuclear-Free Zones (see the RUSI Monograph). One might 

clarify the definition of ‘military alliances with nuclear powers’ to extend such assurances so 

as to minimise suspicion and apprehension on NATO borders. Thus the Ukraine returned all 

the nuclear weapons on its soil to Russia; it is now nuclear- weapon-free but a country 

associated with NATO and with a close relationship with Russia. These associations and 

relationships might be defined to permit NATO and each nuclear power to assure the 

Ukraine that it would never be attacked with nuclear weapons – and Russia and NATO 

might feel even less threatened by each other. None of this may come to fruition. We 

understand that the Nuclear Weapons-Free Zone in the South Pacific rejected the offer of 

Negative Security Assurance from India saying that it preferred India to sign the NPT. In this 

spirit offers from NATO might be rejected as constituting an admission that NATO was 

breaking Articles I and II of the NPT.   

 

7.    Journey’s Summary so far: 

We have reminded ourselves of the world we live in. We have considered NATO and 

nuclear weapons in relation to the fact that NATO’s proposed future strategy completely 

missed the conclusions of the UN Review of the NPT.  Now we shall continue describing 

NATO’s proposed strategy. How should NATO behave to make the world safer and move 

towards Global Zero?  

 

“Moving Towards NATO 2020” 

This is the ‘operational’ part of the Panel of Experts’ draft Strategic Concept of May 17th, 

2020 and it proclaims a vision:     

“Assured security for all members and dynamic engagement beyond NATO to minimise 

threats” 
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Most of this part of the draft Strategic Concept, however, is a down to earth statement of 

problems, threats and strategy summarised as: 

 

NATO’s problems, priorities and Strategy, May 17th, 2010 

1. Whereas an attack on one remains an attack on all, there is in fact little prospect of an 

attack on NATO.  But Bob Ainsworth, Minister for the Armed Forces said in 2008; “RAF 

Fylingdale’s early warning radar regularly receives alerts of missile launches”. 

2. NATO should continue to maintain secure and reliable nuclear forces with widely shared 

responsibility. Any change in policy should be made by the Alliance as a whole.  

However, NATO should act to promote nuclear non-proliferation and discuss with Russia 

increased transparency and mutual reduction in the numbers of nuclear weapons. 

3. The present major problem is Afghanistan. 

4. There are future threats: from terrorism and piracy, from cyber assaults, disruption of 

supply lines (eg of energy) and there is the possibility of future attacks by WMD. 

5. There should be consultation to prevent and manage crises; including consultation with 

associated countries and with countries and institutions beyond NATO. 

6. NATO should engage with Russia, particularly through the Russia-NATO Council. There 

should be co-operation with Russia to prevent and minimise all the dangers and threats 

that have been described. 

7. NATO should have an open door policy towards enlargement. 

8. There should be military transformation (to improve military effectiveness) and reform (to 

save money).  

9. There should be a leaner NATO administration (to save money) 

10. A new version (Russia had felt the original version to have been directed against her) of 

defence against ballistic missiles (eg from Iran) was essential and here again, 

cooperation with Russia was highly desirable. 

11. NATO should respond to the possibility of cyber assault 

Naturally the National Security Strategy published by the British Government last month 

describes very similar threats and aims to those noted above.  One notes a dramatic change in 

NATO’s view of Russia. Not so long ago Russia was the reason for the Strategic Nuclear 
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Deterrent; Russia was the threat that dominated the whole of NATO Strategy. Now we 

recognise that Russia and NATO face very similar threats and very similar problems of security.  

 

8.  Nearing the end of our current journey: Thursday, October 14th 

As you would expect, after May 17th there was much discussion amongst NATO countries and 

editing of the proposed Strategic Concept. This culminated in Brussels on October 14th with the 

first ever meeting of NATO Foreign and Defence Ministers to prepare the agenda for the NATO 

heads-of-state summit in Lisbon on November 19-20. The summit is expected to approve the 

Strategic Concept for the coming decade. 

 

Statements by the NATO Secretary-General given at successive Press Conferences told us 

about October 14th. The agreement on October 14th as related by the NATO Secretary-General 

stated: 

1. “The  agenda is getting a substantial boost with more co-operation on Afghanistan, a 

joint review of the challenges we face together today and a more effective fight 

against terrorism and piracy” 

2. The required capabilities that are needed include troop protection against roadside 

bombs, medical support and air transport. 

3. “I believe we are nearing a consensus for NATO to have a capability to defend all of 

NATO-Europe against the threat of (ballistic) missile attack. Russia should be offered 

the option to co-operate with NATO for the benefit of all.” (There are rumours that 

neither France nor Turkey favour missile defence) 

4. There is a mandate for a leaner Command Structure within NATO (cutting 

expenditure) 

5. Real convergence is arising on balancing the importance of a strong deterrent 

position with the desire to strengthen arms control and efforts towards disarmament 

and nuclear non-proliferation. 

6. The NATO allies also discussed how partnerships with other nations and 

organisations (including the UN and the EU ) could evolve in order to promote 

international security. 

7. The Ministers stressed the importance of good co-operation with Russia. 

As we have seen, NATO makes decisions by consensus; as a result much of the notes above 

may seem rather bland. Nevertheless, the NATO Secretary-General told us that – just possibly 
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as a result of public opinion? -  Ministers were starting to get real about arms control, 

disarmament and nuclear non-proliferation (Point 5 above). The Ministers also understood that 

co-operation and collaboration made the world safer. 

 

At the Press Conferences it was announced that a NATO-Russia Council Meeting in Lisbon has 

been proposed to coincide with the summit meeting.  Also, Ban Ki-moon and several Heads of 

State outside NATO have been invited to the summit. 

 

9.  Our journey’s current resting point: NATO in Transition 

So we see that NATO does not face attack by a ‘hostile state’; that its major – and messy – 

problem is Afghanistan; that the threats NATO - and the UK’s National Security Strategy - 

enumerates do not require major military action; that NATO is turning dramatically towards co-

operation and partnership; but it has yet to face up to the demands of Article VI and the Review 

of the NPT with any sense of urgency. Little in the proposed Strategic Concept gives priority to 

the steps towards Global Zero that Lord Hannay described. 

 

NATO and Britain are still talking  in terms of ‘hostile states’, of ‘threats’, of ‘not knowing what 

dangers we might face in twenty or forty years time’. May I suggest such talk to be out of date? 

You may feel that tomorrow, when every day we instantaneously conduct business and trade 

with friends and colleagues all over the world, share family news with them - and political gossip, 

we in NATO should be confident enough to allocate budgets and plan with the UN how to work 

together and build trust – and move towards Global Zero. 

 

1. Member Countries of NATO 

Albania, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, France, 
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Spain, Turkey, the UK, the US. 

The groups of Associated Countries with whom NATO consults 
Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovnia, Finland, Macedonia,           
Georgia, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Kryhyz, Malta, Moldovia, Serbia, Sweden, Switzerland, Tajikstan, 
Turkmanistan, Ukrania, Uzbekistan 
Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Mauritania, Morocco, Tunisia 
Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates 
Russia 
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PRESENTATION THREE 
 

Dana Linnet 
 

US Policy and the New Strategic Concept 

 

Thank you to the UN Association and the Parliament for the kind invitation to speak.  I'm 

particularly pleased to be here speaking on such an important topic in advance of the NATO 

Summit in a couple of weeks' time.   

 

While the New Strategic Concept is not yet fully agreed by all the Allies, I think there are certain 

points that I can convey in terms of the United States' overall approach.  I'm going to outline the 

broader European context of the U.S. approach to the new Strategic Concept and then add 

some specific points about the Concept itself and of course include even more specificity about 

our take on the nuclear question, which I gather is the main point of interest for this group. 

 

So the Context of U.S. Policy and the New Strategic Concept.  It's important to see what is 

going on in Europe across the board, as we do find ourselves at a cross roads in terms of 

evolution in the European Security architecture, as it's called.  We want to be consistent across 

that architecture and see things as part of a whole. 

There are three important summits this fall that we see as being critical to our engagement with 

Europe and Eurasia, to the transatlantic relationship and to the US-EU relationship 

1.  NATO Summit in Lisbon (November 18-20) 

2.  US-EU Summit (November 20) also in Lisbon 

3.  OSCE Summit (December 1-2) in Astana 

 

Of course each summit will produce its own outcome. However, The United States sees these 

three summits as part of a bigger picture reflective of our overall relationship with Europe and 

the transatlantic relationship writ large. 

 

In looking at these three events together rather than separately, we can say that Europe is 

crucial for American security and global stability and that America is crucial for European 

security.  Europe is an anchor of US foreign, security and economic policy, without a strong 

transatlantic partnership, the US and Europe will not be able to succeed in tackling a host of 

global challenges – from Afghanistan to Iran to financial crises to climate change.  The United 

States will find no better partners for global challenges than the democratic, prosperous, and 

militarily-capable nations of Europe.  
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My Ambassador recently gave a talk in London and used the phraseology that the United States 

is focused on itself not so much as a "Super power" but more as a "Super Partner."  In the 

same context of this complex world, Secretary Clinton frequently refers to our diplomacy and 

policy abroad as reflecting Smart Power—in other words, ensuring that we also maximize 

opportunities and strengths of Soft Power (not only hard power), as the roots of many of our 

global challenges are non-military in nature. Diplomacy, international aid, and working together 

with NGOs -- all have an important role to play. 

 

Our joint success in stabilizing Europe over the past 60 years means that the transatlantic 

agenda is now more often about how the United States and Europe can work together in 

addressing challenges outside of Europe than about Europe itself.  But there is still work left to 

do in Europe, and we remain committed to that work.  Through NATO, the OSCE, and the US-

EU relationship, we have a comprehensive approach to dealing with the full spectrum of security, 

human rights, rule of law, and economic challenges the transatlantic community faces. The 

summits together represent an opportunity to pursue coherent cooperation in all of these areas.-

-  NATO, the OSCE, and the EU are all critical components of a global architecture - a network 

of alliances, partnerships, and institutions- designed to be durable and dynamic enough to meet 

today's challenges and adapt to new threats.  

 

NATO--  NATO is the fundamental mechanism for U.S. security engagement in Europe and for 

U.S.-European security cooperation throughout the world.--  NATO is often called the most 

successful alliance in history.  Its success and its strength come from its members -- the people 

in the Euro--Atlantic area who are citizens and residents of NATO Ally countries.  

 

 NATO's Article 5 - the guarantee of collective defense for every Ally - is a rock-solid 

demonstration of that strength.--  NATO is as strong as ever, but much of its strength lies in its 

ability to adapt to a changing world.  Our world may be more democratic, but it is also more 

dangerous and complex in many ways.  Issues such as proliferation, cyber attack, terrorism, 

and piracy are challenges NATO is addressing by developing more comprehensive capabilities.- 

 

 NATO common funding allows us to maximize our resources for our collective defense and 

security.  (As we know in this age of economic crisis, no single country-not even the United 

States-has the financial means to have every capability to do what needs to be done 

everywhere in the world.)  

 

 At the summit, the Alliance will continue to adapt to meet 21st century security challenges, 

through: -- a forward-leaning vision for the Alliance in a new Strategic Concept document; -- 21st 
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century capabilities such as territorial missile defense and cyber early warning systems;  As we 

know, cyber threats are serious and can incapacitate countries, banking systems, defenses, 

energy grids etc—the threat is real and we're not prepared enough to deal with it. 

 

Organizational reform to make NATO more effective; and remaining open to new partnerships 

and deeper existing partnerships.  (Again, not forcing any particular outcomes, but remaining 

open.)— 

 

 On Afghanistan, the Lisbon summit will allow us to reaffirm NATO's deep and enduring 

commitment to Afghanistan's future through NATO-Afghanistan Partnership Declaration.-- 

NATO supports a transition strategy that will gradually turnover full responsibility for security to 

Afghan National Security Forces. Transition will be a process that unfolds according to the 

circumstances on the ground, progress in training Afghan security forces, and assessments 

carried out by Afghan and international experts. It is not a single event and it will not be a rush 

for the exit.--  NATO's relationship with Russia has been transformed in the last 20 years from 

adversary to partner.  We now want to take the relationship to a higher level, with cooperation in 

areas of shared interest such as counter narcotics, counterterrorism, missile defense and 

counter-piracy.- 

 

  We want to show Allied and Russian publics that we are keeping our promises to make the 

world a safer place with joint exercises on missile defense and increased transparency on 

nuclear arms. 

 

Nuclear Policy  

In his April 2009 speech in Prague, President Obama has committed the United States to 

seeking the peace and security of a world without nuclear weapons.  In that speech, he also 

made clear that as long as nuclear weapons exist, we will maintain a safe, secure, and effective 

arsenal to deter any adversary and extend that protection to our Allies. 

 

• All NATO Allies agree that NATO’s nuclear policy is an issue that should be discussed and 

decided together by all Allies at NATO.  The U.S. Nuclear Posture Review was careful not to 

prejudge or pre-empt any decision Allies might take, and we are committed to making 

decisions by consensus on the issue of U.S. nuclear weapons in Europe. 

 

• At the Tallinn Foreign Ministerial in April, Secretary Clinton laid out five principles 

consistent with the President’s agenda that we believe should guide NATO’s discussion 

of nuclear policy.   
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• We hope the Strategic Concept will reflect Allies’ shared commitment to creating the 

conditions for a world without nuclear weapons, whilst recognizing that as long as these 

weapons exist, NATO will remain a nuclear alliance. 

 

Secretary’s Five Principles on NATO Nuclear Policy 

Delivered at NATO Informal Foreign Ministerial in Tallinn (April 21-22, 2010) 

1) First, we should recognize that as long as nuclear weapons exist, NATO will remain a 

nuclear alliance;  

2) Second, as a nuclear Alliance, sharing nuclear risks and responsibilities widely is 

fundamental;  

3) Third, our broad aim is to continue to reduce the role and number of nuclear weapons.  

Of course, we recognize that in the years since the Cold War ended, NATO has already 

dramatically reduced its reliance on nuclear weapons;      

4) Fourth, Allies must broaden deterrence against the range of 21st century threats, 

including by pursuing territorial missile defense, conducting Article 5 training and 

exercises, and drafting additional contingency plans to counter new threats to the 

Alliance;  

5) And fifth, in any future reductions, our aim should be to seek Russian agreement to 

increase transparency on non-strategic nuclear weapons in Europe, relocate these 

weapons away from the territory of NATO members, and include non-strategic nuclear 

weapons in the next round of U.S.-Russian arms control discussions alongside strategic 

and non-deployed nuclear weapons.”   
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PRESENTATION FOUR 

 

KIM TRAAVIK 

 

NATO’s New Strategic Concept and Global Zero: A Norwegian Perspective 

 

From the Norwegian point of view, bringing arms control, disarmament and non-proliferation as 

well as the role of nuclear weapons in Alliance deterrence strategy higher on NATO’s agenda 

has been a high-priority objective in recent years. 

 

In the beginning I think it is fair to say this was rather an uphill struggle. Some Allies reacted 

with a degree of scepticism to our efforts.  There were several reasons for this. NATO is of 

course not a disarmament organization. It is a politico-military Alliance, the core purpose of 

which is to safeguard the security and territorial integrity of its 28 member states. 

 

But while Norway agrees that defense remains paramount, we are convinced that security and 

stability can and must be shored up also by non-military means, including nuclear and 

conventional arms control, disarmament, and non-proliferation.  

 

At NATO, these two notions have historically been sitting somewhat uneasily alongside each 

other, and they still do. But the balance of opinion inside the Alliance has shifted significantly in 

the last couple of years.  Above all, the real and urgent threat of nuclear proliferation has led to 

growing support for the objective of reducing and eventually eliminating nuclear weapons.  

 

In this regard it is hard to exaggerate the importance of the strong commitment of the present 

US Administration to nuclear arms control as a means of achieving a safer world.  President 

Obama’s famous 2009 Prague speech, where he called for the eventual elimination of nuclear 

weapons, clearly was a watershed event.  So was the resumption of bilateral negotiations on 

nuclear arms limitation between the United States and Russia, which led to the new START 

agreement, providing for significant cuts in the two countries’ arsenals of strategic nuclear 

weapons?  

 

So the balance is shifting. But at the same time, NATO enlargement has brought in new 

members who for reasons of geography and history attach paramount importance to the nuclear 

component of deterrence.  
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Many of the new Allies see the presence of US nuclear weapons on European soil as a sort of 

trans-Atlantic superglue, as the ultimate guarantee of remaining under the American security 

umbrella. 

 

And of course, there are also “older” Allies that are wary of changes in NATO’s nuclear posture.  

Hence, as the development of NATO’s new strategic concept enters its concluding stage; 

nuclear weapons have once again emerged as a contentious issue.  

 

In addressing the Alliance’s nuclear policy, the new concept will have to strike a reasonable 

balance between the positions of   

– On the one hand – Allies whose primary objective is to achieve a reaffirmation of the central 

role of nuclear weapons in NATO’s strategy, and  

– On the other hand – those who want to lessen emphasis on the nuclear component and 

reduce the role of these weapons through arms control and disarmament.   

 

Norway obviously belongs to the second grouping.  In February last, along with Germany, 

Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg we made the case for a review of the role of nuclear 

weapons and asked NATO’s Secretary General to place the issue on the agenda of ministers. 

 

There were several reasons for this initiative.  

Firstly the five countries saw a need to shore up the NPT at a crucial juncture, in view of the 

nuclear aspirations of Iran and others; and in view of the equally real risk that terrorists could get 

hold of fissile material that could be used to make a dirty bomb.  

 

Secondly there was a feeling that NATO too must make a visible contribution to buttressing 

President Obama’s vision of a peaceful and secure world free of nuclear weapons, which after 

all had received wide-spread support, including from the majority of individual Allies.   

   

And thirdly, the initiative of the five Allies of course reflected a growing sense that, in view of the 

changing nature of the security environment, in Europe and beyond, the relevance of nuclear 

weapons is fast waning.  

 

Clearly they are political as opposed to military weapons. In view of their horrific destructive 

power, it is hard to imagine any kind of scenario in which a rational actor such as the Alliance 

would contemplate using them.  
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Hence, the rationale for maintaining nuclear weapons can only be the notion that they deter 

others from employing them against NATO and its members. 

 

But in this context it needs to be remembered that deterrence does not rest on nuclear arms 

exclusively.  The strong conventional forces and capabilities of the Alliance clearly also are 

likely to have a dissuasive effect on any conceivable would-be aggressor. 

 

 And whether the existence of nuclear arms really has a deterrent effect on non-state, irrational 

actors such as terrorists is highly uncertain.  Of course, there are diverging views about these 

ideas inside the Alliance. Some Allies would agree that nukes are primarily political weapons, 

but would insist precisely for that reason that the nuclear component must remain in place, as 

the ultimate expression of the American commitment to the security of Europe.  But regardless 

of the position taken by individual Allies on this and related issues, all 28 are in agreement that 

the discussion about NATO’s future nuclear posture must not be allowed to disrupt the cohesion 

of the Alliance.  

 

The discussion that has taken place inside the Alliance after the launch of the initiative of the 

five countries has shown that while Allies differ on several issues, there is also considerable 

common ground.   For example, there is broad support for global zero as a long-term objective. 

But at the same time it is broadly recognized that as long as nuclear weapons exist, NATO will 

remain a nuclear Alliance, and that in a nuclear Alliance sharing risks and responsibilities is 

important.   

 

What exactly that means in terms of numbers and location of weapons is rather a different 

matter.  Most, but not all, Allies agree that the process of reducing the role and number of the 

Alliance’s nuclear weapons needs to continue, but there clearly are differing views as to how 

quickly that process ought to proceed. 

 

On the other hand there seems to be a more or less unanimous view among Allies that Russia 

should be engaged on the matter of sub-strategic nuclear weapons in Europe, which have not 

yet been the subject of any legally binding agreement. This is an issue in which Norway has 

taken a particular interest.  

 

As many of you will know, earlier this year Norway and Poland in a joint initiative proposed a 

way to get to grips with this issue on the basis of a step-by-step approach. We propose starting 

with measures aiming to enhance transparency about these weapon systems, including by 

providing information about numbers of sub-strategic nuclear weapons.  
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In the next phase of the process we propose moving on to confidence-building measures such 

as exchange of information also about location, types and operational status of sub-strategic 

weapons, as well as joint review of the role of tactical nuclear weapons in the military doctrines 

of NATO, the US, and Russia. 

  

And in the third and last stage we would foresee withdrawal of US and Russian sub-strategic 

systems to central storage outside Europe, to be followed by gradual reductions.  

 

The Norwegian-Polish Initiative furthermore suggests that verification could be simplified by 

imposing total bans on certain categories of sub-strategic nuclear arms.  We are pleased that 

the initiative has received wide-spread support. Yet it clearly will not be easy to negotiate 

reductions and eventual elimination of sub-strategic nuclear arms. For example, there is the 

asymmetry of existing inventories.  

 

Whereas the Alliance has brought the number of US nuclear weapons in Europe down to a few 

hundred, the Russian Federation has retained several thousand, many of which are deployed in 

forward positions.  

 

Against this backdrop it is perhaps not very surprising that Russia has so far shown little 

enthusiasm for embarking upon negotiations with a view to reducing and eventually eliminating 

sub-strategic nuclear weapons.  But the issue is of pivotal importance. We strongly support its 

inclusion in the next stage of bilateral arms control negotiations between the US and Russia. 

And Allies should continue to raise the issue of sub-strategic nuclear weapons in the NATO-

Russia Council. 

 

The development of NATO’s new Strategic Concept is getting into its End Game. The secretary 

general has prepared an excellent draft, identifying areas of common ground and suggesting 

consensus language.  

 

Yet on some issues agreement remains to be reached. So, rather than gazing into the 

proverbial crystal ball, let me conclude by sharing with you what we on the Norwegian side 

would like to see come out of the process. 

 

Firstly, we will be looking for language highlighting the role of arms control, disarmament, and 

non-proliferation as indispensable elements of NATO’s security policy. And in keeping with this, 
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we will be looking for a clear commitment in support of the objective of a world free of nuclear 

weapons. 

 

Secondly, there needs to be a clear reaffirmation of the continuing, long-term commitment of the 

Alliance to reducing the role and numbers of nuclear weapons in its deterrence policy.  

 

Thirdly, we would like to see language making it clear that the review of NATO’s nuclear posture 

will continue after the Lisbon Summit. 

 

And fourthly, we wish to see NATO’s deterrence doctrine modified by inserting into the Strategic 

Concept a so-called negative security assurance. In other words, the Alliance should clearly 

state that its nuclear weapons will not be used against non-nuclear states that honour their 

commitments under the NPT. 

 

This kind of language has already been adopted by the US in its recent NPR and by Britain in its 

new National Security Strategy. It would be more than a little odd if NATO did not follow suit.  

The introduction of a negative security assurance along these lines would in a limited but 

tangible way reduce the role of nuclear weapons in the Alliance’s deterrence strategy.  

 

And just as importantly, it would represent an important signal to the broader international 

community that NATO is serious about its commitment to global zero and non-proliferation.  
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PRESENTATION FIVE 

 

Lord Des Browne 

Current NATO Nuclear Policy 

I want to start my comments today by reminding us of four aspects of current NATO nuclear 

policy. 

First, and as captured in the language of the 1999 Strategic Concept, a formulation that in turn, 

by the way, uses the same words as those used in the 1991 Concept, ‘the fundamental purpose 

of the nuclear forces of the Allies is political: to preserve peace and prevent coercion and any 

kind of war.’ 

Second, and according to the same document ‘the nuclear forces based in Europe and 

committed to NATO provide an essential political and military link between the European and 

the North American members of the Alliance.’ 

Third, NATO currently argues that nuclear forces fulfil their essential role by ensuring 

uncertainty in the mind of any aggressor about the nature of the Allies' response to military 

aggression’ (note, not just nuclear aggression, but military aggression more broadly defined).  

Fourth, and to deliver both the deterrent effect to any potential adversary and the transatlantic 

cohesion effect described, the current policy says that NATO nuclear forces need to be 

perceived by all as ‘both a credible and effective element’ of the Allies' strategy in preventing 

war. 

My message to you today is that while there is no case for NATO giving up all its nuclear forces 

unilaterally there is also no real case for continuing with the status quo. 

I say this for three principle reasons. 

The Changed Context 

First, the diplomatic context today is quite different to the context within which current 

NATO policy was formed.  

 

President Obama’s speech in Prague in April 2009 in which he committed to seek the peace and 

security of a world without nuclear weapons has put us, I believe, into a new era of policymaking 

and has opened up new possibilities which NATO has to pursue.  
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The follow up to the President’s speech with UN Security Council Resolution 1887 in September 

2009 and the Washington Nuclear Security Summit in April 2010 demonstrated broad 

international support for the objectives the President set out.  

 

More recently, and after a gap of almost a decade, the United States and Russia have resumed 

strategic arms control negotiations, signing the New START Treaty in Prague in April. If 

ratification can be achieved, this will add to the momentum and lead to follow on talks with the 

potential to achieve much deeper cuts. 

 

In May of this year too, a successful outcome was also achieved at the NPT Review Conference 

in New York, though one should not underestimate what a close run thing it was and how much 

international pressure among non-nuclear weapons states there now is to see serious 

disarmament among the nuclear weapon states parties to the NPT.  

 

In my view, there is an opportunity and obligation for the alliance to build further on these recent 

achievements. The question for NATO as it revises its Strategic Concept ahead of Lisbon is 

what can it do to add to the disarmament momentum without either undermining alliance 

cohesion or taking unnecessary risks with alliance security? Just sticking with the status quo 

NATO nuclear position will look insensitive at best and may make the alliance appear oblivious 

and irrelevant to the changing world taking shape beyond its own borders. 

 

Second, and at a more practical level, under President Obama’s leadership the United States 

has conducted a Nuclear Posture Review, a process which resulted in a commitment by the US 

‘not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear weapons states that are 

party to the NPT and in compliance with their nuclear non-proliferation obligations.’  

 

There appears to be some discrepancy between the new US position and the position agreed by 

NATO in 1999, to use nuclear forces to ‘ensure uncertainty in the mind of any aggressor about 

the nature of the Allies' response to military aggression.’ This discrepancy extends to the 

different declaratory policies of the UK and France. It needs to be addressed given the reality 

that it is US nuclear forces that provide the essential backbone of NATO’s nuclear deterrent 

capability. Here the question for NATO as a whole is not only what can it do to reduce the 

declared roles of nuclear weapons in alliance strategy, but what must it now do to make sure its 

own strategy is internally coherent.  
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Third, and most importantly in my view, the internal political dynamics of NATO, as they relate to 

nuclear policy, have changed since 1999. The foreign ministers of several countries have called 

for a fuller debate on the future of US sub-strategic nuclear weapons stationed in Europe. In 

some member countries of the alliance political momentum has swung behind a desire to see 

these weapons removed, and there are increasing question marks over the political ability of 

some European governments to replace the ageing dual capable aircraft upon which these 

weapons rely. The military utility of the same weapons is increasingly being questioned, and so 

too, as a result, is their deterrence value and credibility in the eyes of any potential aggressor. 

 

On the other hand, there are some in the alliance who are worried about any decision to remove 

these subs-strategic weapons because they believe it may signal a weakening of the 

transatlantic link and a weakening of US resolve to defend allies in Europe should they come 

under attack. 

 

I want to dwell on this point because, in my view, there are serious issues at stake here and they 

go well beyond alliance nuclear policy. Indeed, the debate on the future of US sub-strategic 

weapons stationed in Europe is becoming a proxy for a much more fundamental debate about 

the confidence of NATO allies in each other. There is also, I believe a mis-understanding taking 

place about what the real drivers of attitudes in the different parts of the alliance actually are. 

  

There are some in Europe, for example, who think the US administration’s interest in nuclear 

disarmament merely reflects the idealist elements of President Obama’s make-up and that the 

current emphasis on disarmament will pass. This could not be further from the truth. What is 

going on in the US is a change in the hierarchy of perceived threats to US national security, with 

new nuclear threats moving to the top of the list. There are individual countries of concern, like 

Iran, North Korea, and Pakistan; there are concerns over regional proliferation dynamics in the 

Middle East and South and east Asia, concerns over terrorists acquiring a nuclear capability; 

and a realisation that as the global nuclear industry expands to meet the challenge of climate 

change so will the availability of potentially lethal nuclear material. Without further action, the 

perception is of a real danger that the US, and the world, will be overwhelmed by proliferation 

risks and incidents of nuclear weapons use, with all their catastrophic consequences.  

 

The strategic lesson that many in the US are drawing from this is profound. Nuclear deterrence 

is coming to be seen as a far less persuasive strategic response to a world of potential regional 

nuclear arms races and nuclear terrorism than it was to the Cold War. Although the US is not 

dictating what NATO nuclear policy ought to be to the rest of the alliance, it is beginning to re-

think deterrence and what it requires as a whole, with a view to downgrading the role and place 
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of nuclear weapons within it. It is doing so because it no longer believes that status quo thinking 

on nuclear deterrence represents the safe option for the long term.  This has serious 

implications for how the US will come to understand deterrence, burden-sharing and the 

requirements of a strong transatlantic link within the context of NATO as a whole and therefore 

serious implications for the way European allies need to think about these issues as well. 

On the other hand, there are those in the US and western Europe who think some European 

allies are reluctant to let go of the US sub-strategic weapons only because they are trapped in 

Cold War thinking. Again, this could not be further from the truth. 

I have come here from meetings in Turkey where I have been discussing, with colleagues, the 

issue of NATO nuclear policy in the context of the threats facing that country. My over-riding 

impression is that the sub-strategic weapons stationed there have an importance to Turkey, not 

because of the weapons themselves or their military utility but because the relationship between 

Turkey, the US and its NATO allies is under strain for other reasons. Turkey perceives threats to 

its national security which is does not think its allies understand. Its concerns are now 

dominated by events in the Middle East not Europe. It does not feel as secure as some 

countries in the West European part of the alliance. Turkey’s relationship with and confidence in 

the US was deeply damaged by the experience of the Bush administration and by what it 

perceives as the failure of the US to help Turkey in its struggle with the PKK. Turkey is not 

wedded to US sub-sub-strategic weapons but in the absence of its other concerns being 

addressed, they have become of symbolic importance. If its wider concerns can be addressed, 

progress on NATO nuclear posture might be possible. 

I will not dwell on them here, but there are similar dynamics at work in central and Eastern 

Europe. 

The point of all this, in my view, is that the alliance is not having the honest conversations it 

needs to have to make progress on the challenges it needs to address today. 

Next Steps 

For me, the implications of all this for NATO are clear. The Allies cannot and should not avoid a 

re-examination of the 1999 nuclear policy formulation and what it means in practice but in 

addressing it, must engage in a serious conversation about more fundamental issues.  

The core ideas of deterrence, alliance solidarity, burden sharing, and the transatlantic link 

remain central to our security but the question before the Alliance is how best to implement 

them in the changed circumstances we face today. In particular, how best to implement them in 
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ways which simultaneously sustain alliance cohesion by providing reassurance to all members 

of the alliance, but also increase NATO’s contribution to global momentum on multilateral 

nuclear disarmament and non proliferation, and enhance the prospects of further fruitful arms 

control dialogue with Russia. 

For me, and for over 30 other European colleagues who signed the recent leadership statement 

on NATO nuclear policy, this points to the need for a full, inclusive and transparent review of 

NATO force posture that addresses the following questions: 

a. What can NATO do to help establish safe conditions for the adoption of deterring nuclear 

attack as the sole purpose for its nuclear weapons, consistent with the direction of travel set 

out in the US NPR and with the ambition to reduce the number and roles of nuclear weapons 

in the NATO arsenal? 

b. Are NATO’s current nuclear arrangements the only available and credible option for 

providing European allies with reassurance? What alternative options are available that 

could provide this reassurance while also allowing NATO to do more to support international 

moves toward multilateral nuclear disarmament? What might the risks and benefits of each 

of these alternatives be? 

c. What alternatives to current nuclear burden-sharing arrangements might be available, if any, 

that could both maintain the political cohesion of the alliance and maintain the principle that 

nuclear risks and burdens are shared across the alliance while also allowing more 

courageous steps on nuclear disarmament to be taken? 

d) How can we best engage with Russia on this agenda?  

 

These are important questions. They go to the heart of NATO’s approach to delivering its own 

security, its longer-term political cohesion in changing conditions, and the stability of its 

relationship with Russia. The challenge for NATO is now to simultaneously maintain its own 

cohesion while moving to strengthen the global non-proliferation regime and further reduce 

urgent nuclear dangers. The alliance has a responsibility to show more leadership on the 

nuclear challenges of the 21st century. It must do so by pursuing an honest conversation within 

its own membership. 
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PRESENTATION SIX 

 

UNAL CEVIKOZ 

 

THE RESPONSE FROM TURKEY 

 

At the very outset, allow me to join others in thanking the UNA-UK Edinburgh Office for 

organizing this conference.  It is a distinct pleasure for me to visit Scotland on this occasion and 

to have the opportunity to address such a distinguished group on an issue of immense 

importance today.     

 

This is in fact a very timely conference as the NATO Heads of State and Government are 

planned to convene in less than three weeks in Lisbon to set the course for the Alliance over the 

next decade. 

 

Albert Einstein once said that given an hour to save the world, he would devote 59 minutes to 

thinking about the problem and the last minute to solving it. The discussions in the course of the 

last 18 months both in the public domain and behind closed doors have contributed immensely 

to the shaping of the new Strategic Concept for NATO. So the question is now, have we 

approached the last minute?   

 

My presentation today has two purposes. First, I will briefly discuss Turkey’s views vis-à-vis 

NATO’s new Strategic Concept and the future of the Alliance. Then, I will elaborate on the 

Turkish approach towards nuclear disarmament and nonproliferation issues. 

 

As the draft for the new Strategic Concept is being discussed within the Alliance, I will not be 

able to go into details of the text for the sake of confidentiality. However, I will try to present a 

synopsis of Turkey’s approach towards the key elements that are being addressed in this 

process.    

 

During the Cold War when friends and foes were clearly divided in two opposing camps, the 

reasoning behind NATO’s existence was never questioned. The enemy was clear, the threat of 

a nuclear war was absolute, the capabilities and commitment were unquestioned. In short, 

NATO’s role and “raison d’être” were clear. Since the end of the Cold War, the nature and 

complexity of the security challenges are evolving at a tremendous pace. The asymmetric risks 

and threats we face today require comprehensive and rapid responses.  
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Due to the accumulation of traditional and new risks, the Alliance is indeed busier than ever. 

The list of activities ranges from efforts in Afghanistan, to Partnership activities in the 

Mediterranean region and beyond; from missile defense, to energy security and counter-piracy.  

 

While NATO’s list of activities is populated by the day, collective defense based on the 

indivisibility of Allied security remains the core purpose of the Alliance. For that reason, it 

continues to be the glue holding the Allies together.  Article 5 remains to be the bedrock of the 

Alliance; time has not eroded its importance and meaning in anyway.  

 

NATO is still the binding link between the two sides of the Atlantic. Therefore, it remains the 

essential forum for transatlantic consultations on a wide range of political, political-military and 

security issues to thwart today’s challenges, be they conventional or asymmetric. Deterrence is 

a traditional and core function for NATO. Allied solidarity and cohesion inherent to consensually 

reached Allied decisions is in itself a source of strength, and a solid message to potential 

aggressors.  

 

NATO has to continue to perform its fundamental security tasks which are set out in the 1999 

Strategic Concept. In light of the evolving security environment, however, these tasks may need 

to be broadened. In doing so, particular emphasis could be given, inter alia, to the complex, 

global, unpredictable and inter-related nature of asymmetric risks and threats such as terrorism, 

proliferation of WMDs, cyber attacks, failed/failing states, etc.  

 

The interconnection among peace, security and development referred to in the 1999 Strategic 

Concept needs to be further enhanced. In light of the lessons learned from operational 

experiences, a greater emphasis on the significance of stabilization operations and of support to 

post-conflict reconstruction efforts is needed.  

 

Such an assertion has to go hand in hand with the fact that there is a need for increased and 

where possible, seamless cooperation and coordination among actors. This, of course, will take 

mutual determination. The Alliance has been quite forthcoming and proactive in this regard, in 

the form of the Comprehensive Approach which is a matter of necessity, rather than choice. 

This requirement envisages multiple actors working in harmony, while retaining their 

independencies and decision making autonomies.  

 

NATO’s partnerships are also an essential component of a cooperative approach to security. 

Russia is one of NATO’s most important partners; a partner to whom we need to display 

strategic patience. Certain challenges should not preclude engaging this country. Mutual efforts 
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need to be focused to consolidate trust and transparency and enhance cooperation between 

NATO and Russia. The NATO-Russia Council (NRC) provides a very important forum for our 

political dialogue; it is not 28+1 forum but rather a council composed of 29 nations. A 

cooperative relationship with Russia will facilitate the Alliance’s tasks and benefit international 

peace and security.  

 

Relations with Mediterranean Dialogue (MD) and Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) countries 

bear special importance to NATO’s increased political and military engagement in these 

geographies of critical significance.  NATO should encourage regional ownership and utilize the 

full potential of MD and ICI.  

 

The Alliance should continue to work on security and defence matters in close coordination with 

other relevant international organizations. The partnership with UN and OSCE needs to be 

enhanced. 

 

The EU is another leading partner for NATO. The groundwork defining the nature and basic 

elements of this relationship, both in terms of Berlin plus activities, and any form of strategic 

cooperation are firm and valid. The question to be addressed is how to make this partnership 

work better.  

 

The EU has developed a security and defence policy since 1999, now in action, and 

accomplished a great deal in a decade.  NATO and the EU have agreed on a Framework, 

enshrining a “Strategic Cooperation”, which has proved to be successful in Macedonia, and 

continues to perform well in Bosnia.  

 

In the meantime, the “Common Security and Defence Policy” of the EU developed itself in such 

a way that increasingly left the non-EU European Allies more and more isolated. Mechanisms 

for the participation of the non-EU European Allies in the CSDP to which the EU has itself 

agreed, gradually decreased to deliver.  

 

For reasons that I would not like to get into a detailed explanation here, Turkey was left at odds 

in its relations with the European Defence Agency, and was not allowed to conclude its Security 

Agreement with the EU. 

 

Despite this background, Turkey is occasionally being criticized for being an obstacle in the 

further enhancement of cooperation between NATO and the EU. Such a claim is not only 

groundless, but also very unfair. 
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Since the inception of ESDP, Turkey has been contributing to almost all EU operations and 

missions. We are in Bosnia as part of the ongoing Althea Operation which is an EU-led Berlin 

plus military operation. In Kosovo, we have 68 policemen and judges in EULEX mission, and we 

wish to increase the number up to 150. In parallel to our level of commitment to EU operations, 

we wish to be properly involved in decision shaping, planning and execution phases of each and 

every mission and operation.  

 

NATO has been very open minded, forward leaning towards its partners in involving them in 

decision shaping, planning, and execution phases of any operation- ISAF and KFOR. We 

naturally expect our Allies to be also vocal with respect to an improved and proper involvement 

of non-EU Allies within the CSDP.  

 

Another critical question in the Strategic Concept would be the nuclear component of the 

Alliance deterrence. We very much support the vision of President Obama, to reach the goal of 

having a world free of nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, realistically speaking this will require 

time. And as long as nuclear weapons exist, the Alliance should retain an effective and credible 

nuclear dimension. 

 

This will require the Alliance to hold a capable and credible European-based NATO nuclear 

force, with broadest possible participation of non-nuclear Allies in risk and burden sharing.  

 

The new Strategic Concept should also reiterate NATO’s support for arms control, disarmament, 

and non-proliferation. It should underline the fact that this policy will continue to play a 

significant role in the achievement of the Alliance’s security objectives.  

 

Another issue that has been recently discussed in various fora is NATO’s Missile Defense (MD) 

capability. I believe that NATO Missile Defense capability should be based on the principle of 

indivisibility of Allied security and NATO solidarity. Fair risk and burden sharing should also be 

guiding principles with regard to a possible NATO MD capability.  

 

Generic security perceptions, instead of country based threat assessments should shape such a 

policy. It should aim to reinforce Alliance defence with a long term vision of contributing to a 

common perception of security around the Alliance, as well as to regional peace and stability. 
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So these are some thoughts that I wanted to offer with regard to Turkey’s views on the new 

Strategic Concept and the future of NATO. Now, I would like to briefly touch upon Turkey’s 

approach to disarmament and non-proliferation related issues.  

 

Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their means of delivery constitutes a serious 

concern for Turkey. Therefore, Turkey contributes actively to the efforts in the areas of arms 

control, disarmament and non-proliferation.  

 

Being party to all international non-proliferation instruments and export control regimes, Turkey 

pursues a policy of zero tolerance for proliferation while fulfilling its responsibilities emanating 

from the said regimes and instruments.  

 

Turkey believes that nuclear weapons do not provide any country with additional security and in 

line with this understanding does not include such weapons in its national security policy. 

 

As a member of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) Turkey actively 

participated in the 2010 Review Conference of the NPT. We welcomed the adoption of a 

balanced and comprehensive Final Document with a forward-looking approach on each of the 

main pillars of the Treaty, namely general and nuclear disarmament, non-proliferation of nuclear 

weapons and the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.  Taking into account the inconclusive 

previous Review Conference of 2005, the conclusion of this year’s Review Conference with a 

substantial Final Document was important.  

 

Turkey, before and during the Review Conference, in its national capacity and together with 

other like-minded States Parties, provided proposals aiming at furthering the three main pillars 

of the non-proliferation regime in a balanced manner which were essentially reflected in the 

Final Document.  

 

We, in line with our commitment to a nuclear-weapons-free world, will continue to support 

international efforts aimed at implementing the approaches enshrined in the Final Document. 

 

As such, Turkey is supportive of the establishment of a nuclear weapons free-zone in the Middle 

East with the participation of all parties concerned and encourages countries in this region 

towards the attainment of this goal.  
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In this framework, Turkey’s support for the implementation of the Resolution of 1995 on the 

Middle East zone free of nuclear weapons as well as other weapons of mass destruction will 

continue.  

 

We sincerely desire to see that all countries will come to share the goals of non-proliferation and 

collectively work towards a safer and more stable world. 

 

At this point, I would like to dwell upon our approach towards the Iranian nuclear file.  

 

We do not want any state in our region to acquire nuclear weapons. The solution to the issue 

should recognize the right of every country respectful of NPT obligations to peaceful use of 

nuclear energy, while at the same time addressing the concerns of the international community 

regarding the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. 

 

Turkey believes that a diplomatic solution to Iran’s nuclear programme is the only viable option 

and we have been exerting substantive efforts in this regard. The Joint Declaration signed by 

Turkey, Iran and Brazil on 17 May 2010 demonstrates that diplomacy and engagement can 

work. Furthermore, the Joint Declaration provides a basis to give diplomacy a chance. 

 

This Declaration was a product of major efforts by Turkey and Brazil in consultation and 

cooperation with the P5+1. 

 

It is important not to undermine the window of opportunity created by the Joint Declaration for 

solving the problem by peaceful means. Turkey’s vote at the Security Council regarding 

Resolution 1929 was part of the efforts to uphold the opportunity created by the Declaration. 

 

Through this declaration for the first time Iran has undertaken a genuine commitment to engage 

with the international community. Therefore, after the resolution we have been urging Iran to 

avoid any steps that may undermine this commitment and the diplomatic process.  

 

In this framework, in line with our facilitator role, we will continue our effort towards finding a 

diplomatic solution to the Iranian nuclear issue in close cooperation and consultation with the 

P5+1. 
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PRESENTATION SEVEN 

 

VADIM MITROFANOV 

 

A RUSSIAN PERSPECTIVE ON NATO’ S NEW STRATEGIC CONCEPT 

 

Russia and NATO have long ceased to be enemies. In the new international conditions they 

both constitute realities existing in the Euro-Atlantic area and thus they are bound to cooperate, 

like it or not. For example Russia may be disappointed with the fact that NATO was not 

disbanded after the end of the Cold War when the Warsaw pact and the Berlin wall disappeared 

and 20 years since we still have to care about the factor of the existence of the most powerful 

military bloc close to our borders rather then for example a collective security system based on 

the OSCE. Nevertheless the strategic choices have been made. 

We take our relations with NATO seriously. Today, in principle, this relationship develops 

positively and the crisis that arose in August 2008, after NATO countries took a biased pro-

Georgian position, is largely overcome. There is a whole array of areas that bring us closer. The 

ministerial meeting of the Russia-NATO Council in December 2009 adopted specific documents 

aimed at pragmatic mutually beneficial cooperation, including the one on a review of common 

challenges. President Medvedev has been invited to and will participate at the Lisbon summit 

and there we that this review should be perceived as the basis of our successive cooperation. 

Russia has indicated its desire to better understand where the new strategic concept would 

steer NATO, and how it would determine NATO’s attitude to Russia and towards international 

law. Russia is not a NATO member and doesn’t participate in the elaboration of the strategic 

concept. Still, we pay tribute to our partners: in their inner workings they’ve been quite 

transparent to us. We’ve got an idea of the NATO’s thinking from the visit of the Group of Wise 

Men to Russia earlier this year and from our own contacts with the alliance officials.  

During those contacts we clearly stated our vision. The first and perhaps most important for us 

is the NATO’s attitude to Russia. So far it’s been ambivalent: on the one hand, Russia is said to 

be a partner. On the other, it’s sometimes seen as a problem in the field of security and even as 

a direct threat. This view is not typical of all the NATO countries. There is a definite watershed in 

the alliance. Nevertheless, to build a truly equal relationship NATO must decide whom they see 

in Russia.  

Our own military doctrine states two things: first, relationship with NATO is an instrument for 

peace and security in the Euro-Atlantic region. Second, Russia sees as a danger the desire to 
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endow NATO with global role in contradiction with the international law and to move the military 

infrastructure closer to our borders, including by expanding the bloc. This is a very accurate 

description. We do not regard NATO as an adversary. And this is definitely not an “aggressive” 

but rather reactive attitude of Russia towards the alliance and its actions.  

The second point is related to NATO’s positioning in the global and regional security order. We 

believe that in the Euro-Atlantic region there are currently no states that would have plans, 

intentions or reasons to threaten the NATO countries. We understand that NATO is built around 

Article 5 of the Washington Treaty. However, the claim that the Article should continue to be the 

meaning of NATO suggests that there remains a risk of reproduction of Cold War attitudes and 

stereotypes not only in politics but also in the military building.  Therefore, we want the new 

concept to place emphasis not on Article 5 but on NATO joining wider international efforts, with 

the UN playing the leading role. Both the NRC Founding Act and the Rome Declaration provide 

that our cooperation shall proceed within the international law and by decision of the UN 

Security Council if in the field of peacekeeping.  

The third point is how NATO will build its relations with the outside world. If to tackle new tasks 

the alliance uses old methods, then there is a risk of sliding once again into rivalry. But if NATO 

operates on an equal footing, which is for Russia a fundamental principle, then decisions will be 

jointly crafted and we’ll bear joint responsibility for them. Thus, additional opportunities open up 

for a more systematic work in the common interests of the international community. Russia is 

open to building a partnership which isn’t directed against other countries.  

Finally, it’s the NATO’s philosophy. Controversy surrounds the functions of the alliance: will it be 

a global policeman with the projection of force outside its zone of responsibility or will it engage 

in a relatively narrow range of issues related to the military security of its member states? This is 

also a subject of our attention. After all, the role and profile of NATO will largely determine the 

content of the work in the NRC.  In order to make the NRC more effective it’s also necessary to 

abide by the principles of the Rome Declaration in which NATO countries expressed their 

willingness to work with Russia in a national capacity, i.e. without prior coordination of positions 

among themselves.  

In general, Russia-NATO relations have two dimensions. The first is a concerted effort in the 

areas of common security interest. We cooperate in different fields, including Afghanistan, 

counterterrorism and others I will dwell on later.  

 But the second dimension is a joint work to remove the legacy of the Cold War. We note with 

satisfaction that there has been progress as for the modernization of the Vienna Document on 
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Confidence and Security Building Measures. The time has come to restore the dialogue on 

military doctrines and defense planning. We expect the NATO countries to specify the 

commitment they undertook under the Founding Act not to deploy any substantial combat forces 

on the territory of new members. While NATO itself admits that threats mostly originate from the 

South, nevertheless we see the military infrastructure of the alliance developing in areas 

adjacent to Russia, including the Baltic countries and the new bases in Bulgaria and Romania. It 

causes our legitimate concern and we would like to remove these concerns and to develop 

measures that adequately take into account the security interests of Russia. 

We have to resume talking about reciprocal military restraint. You know about President 

Medvedev's proposals to adopt a new legally binding European security treaty. It’s particularly 

important to restore the viability of the European Conventional Armed Forces regime which is 

currently on the verge of collapse because of the stubborn approaches of some NATO 

countries. This is a great pity that since 1999, when the Agreement on Adaptation of the CFE 

Treaty was signed, conventional arms control saw no evolution at all. If the Adapted Treaty had 

taken effect in 2001-2002 as was agreed in Istanbul today we would witness further reduction of 

armaments and additional mechanisms of confidence and transparency. Arms control is 

important not only as a tool that provides more security with fewer resources. It is a channel of 

communication between the military, a way of translating policy intentions into plain language of 

military planning.  

Unfortunately NATO countries have linked ratification of the Adapted CFE Treaty with the so-

called Istanbul commitments of Russia, i.e. withdrawal of our troops from Georgia and munitions 

from Transdnistria. They interpret the commitments in a way inconsistent with what was written 

on paper. If you carefully read the commitments related to the CFE Treaty they were all fulfilled 

by Russia in 2001-2002. Let me recall that the last Russian troops left the territory of Georgia in 

2007. However, our partners have never started the ratification process.  

Now we are told that because NATO proceeds from the “territorial integrity” of Georgia as 

before the 2008 conflict, Russia has to remove the bases from South Ossetia and Abkhazia. But 

those bases are there with host-country consent expressed in the appropriate agreements with 

these newly independent republics and with the only task to prevent a repetition of Georgia’s 

aggression.  If we want to have a stable arms control regime, then no artificial political barriers 

should be built. Our differences on Georgia are fundamental and don’t seem reconcilable any 

time soon. The arms control in Europe shouldn’t be held hostage of these disagreement.  

We are open-minded as for the idea of a new document to replace the CFE Treaty. You can go 

different ways. You may choose modernization of the Adapted CFE Treaty, for example. But we 
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believe that the arms control in the form of legal obligations must remain a cornerstone of 

European security. It creates long-term predictability and stability in the military and political 

sphere.  

The NATO Secretary General has repeatedly said that the alliance is interested in creating a 

joint missile defense system with Russia. Today, however, it is not clear how the architecture of 

a hypothetical missile defense system will look, by whom and how it will be run, what resources 

are to be engaged. We will participate only if we have guarantees that while working with Russia 

the NATO countries will not create a system which could disrupt strategic stability and weaken 

our strategic potential. Our fundamental documents explicitly stated that NATO and Russia have 

the right to an autonomous action. But in case they decide to act together, they will refrain from 

unilateral actions that could adversely affect the legitimate interests of each other. So far there 

are no key elements for a positive decision on a joint missile defense system. Hopefully we will 

eventually be able to agree on parameters that allow us a mutually beneficial cooperation.  

That's why we are suggesting a phased approach: at stage one to agree on a joint study of the 

actual missile risks, to understand whether they can turn into a missile threat. And only then to 

develop a system that would be adequate to these risks.  

Last but not least in an extensive Russia- NATO cooperation on Afghanistan. We provide transit 

services which is appreciated by our partners, especially at a time when the Pakistan 

transportation corridor is confronted with difficult conditions. A second area is training personnel. 

One of the largest projects undertaken by Russia is the training of counter-narcotics personnel 

for Afghanistan and the Central Asian countries.  Some Russian companies, including helicopter 

firms, are active in Afghanistan. Russian military universities train officers for the Afghan army, 

including flight crews. In Afghanistan nearly 150 civilian facilities built during Soviet years 

require modernization. And here Russia is also ready to help.  

The year 2010 was marked by important events in the sphere of nuclear disarmament and non-

proliferation. Russia and USA signed a new START treaty in Prague. In case of its ratification, 

the strategic relations between the two nuclear powers will become more stable, transparent 

and predictable. The Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference completed its work with 

successful adoption of a final document on strengthening of the treaty, its regimes and 

mechanisms. These undoubtedly constitute very useful steps.  

Russia is open to further negotiations. We consider that the next stage cannot be solely 

bilateral. We will need limitations and confidence-building measures with regard to other nuclear 

powers. Russia’s strategic position, unlike that of the United States, puts it within striking 
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distance from all nuclear countries, which cannot be ignored during further substantial nuclear 

disarmament. 

I would also warn you not to be overexcited at the idea of moving speedily towards the Global 

Zero. The road to nuclear disarmament runs through the growth of mutual trust between States 

and strengthening of international security and stability. This applies to missile defense, 

conventional arms, non-nuclear strategic carriers, and plans for the militarization of outer space. 

In these and other spheres of arms reduction, we will need additional and far-reaching 

confidence-building measures in the short run.   

A world free of nuclear weapons does not mean the current world minus nuclear weapons. Until 

the threat of the “projection of force” and direct recourse to force are used in international 

relations, countries will consider nuclear weapons as means to neutralize enormous 

conventional arms superiority of the others. We’ll need an international system based on, to a 

large extent, other principles, and equal and undivided security for everyone which, in particular, 

has been the core of President Medvedev proposal about a legally binding new European 

Security Treaty. While the implementation of the concept of nuclear disarmament should remain 

a strategic goal, it’s feasible only in the context of broader disarmament and profound 

reconstruction of the international system.  
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FINAL COMMENTS FROM PARTICIPANTS 

 

 

“Some have suggested that NATO should have been disbanded like the Warsaw 

Pact, and a case could be made, if NATO is perceived (or perceives itself 

primarily) as a nuclear-armed, military alliance left over from the Cold War.  But I 

am encouraged by indications that NATO recognizes that this alliance has both 

the potential and the intention to evolve away from reliance primarily on military 

and nuclear might, and towards diplomacy, partnership and negotiation as the 

most fruitful route to Global Zero and a safer, more peaceful world.” 

 

 

“A New Strategic Concept for this century provides an opportunity for NATO to 

consider its future role on a wider canvas than nuclear deterrence and a military 

alliance alone.  The world needs the inspiration and challenge of President 

Obama’s Prague speech to be pursued to fulfillment, not buried or ignored.  I look 

forward to a world in which ‘nuclear umbrellas’ are no longer required or sought, 

and a New NATO Strategy that can advance that vision.” 

 

 

“I am greatly encouraged that NATO recognizes its potential to evolve beyond its 

original Cold War philosophy into a forum in which to address wider and deeper 

aspects of conflict prevention and resolution of disputes, by means of diplomacy 

and partnership; working with associate states (as in the NATO-Russia Council).” 

 

 

“I want to encourage NATO to develop its partnership potential in its future 

strategy and make a contribution towards a nuclear-free world.” 

 

 


